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Hello to you, as I open the Omega Communications
Portal and welcome you again to this new
transmission. The sessions are all individual, and yet
they do carry on from one to another, but you can listen
to any one and receive energy information that is
appropriate for you in the present.
Today, I ask you again to settle yourself comfortably
and allow your attention to be in your body of light. You
may feel that you step out of your physical body and
physical surroundings and then it is easy to be drawn
together with everyone with the intention of meeting in
the receiving area of the Station of Light. It is always
present and when you are ready to be present in that
space, then you will be, perhaps just to renew energy
in some way. Perhaps to draw upon energy to assist
you, especially when you are conscious that you have
aligned yourself with the purpose through which the
Beings on the Station can assist you as you are
present in the Earth-plane currently. It all depends on
you and your willingness and commitment.
So, as you are here now, and together it is a pleasure
to meet up again, then allow your sensing to perceive
what is around you and to perceive the appearance of
yourself as you are present here. Expand your
awareness and you may be aware of the energy
structure around you and within this gathering space.

That will be for a specific purpose, to help you anchor
into this space and also it allows different areas to be
opened to you. I allow myself to go deeper to allow the
Beings of Light from the Station to communicate with
you.

In this opening, you have available to you another
depth of the Beings coming forward to you. There is
the resistance that is built in around some of your
thought patterns and when you are willing to release
those, then you are able to accept more of the
information and energy.

.

Strategically you are placed in different areas to
bring in the vibration from Source Energy. This is
accessed directly from where you are receiving this
in the Station and at this time, take the opportunity
to replenish your sense of purpose and the energy
that you need to fulfil that purpose. Some of you are
engaged in activities which demand a high level of
conscious mind attention. In this gathering, you are
able to let go of all that and allow the deeper levels
of consciousness to fill you and thus we are
transporting you into another level within the
Station.

“Indeed, we perceive you here and this is Orem
addressing you, at this time. We come forward and
greet you individually.
You will be very aware that you have received
helpful support in some way since the previous
transmission. You may be aware that you have
been progressing through different situations in
your current life pattern and progressing through
different realisations, as they pertain to those
situations. All of this allows you to be present in the
moment here in the Station.
Of course, the prime initial greeting serves the
purpose of disengaging from your energy field
matter or energy information which has been
disturbing you in any way. This is necessary of
course, it helps you and it supports you and being
clear of any of those situations from the Earth -plane
allows you to progress further within inner areas of
the Station and going deeply into areas of your own
consciousness field. That can be different to
accessing areas within the Station.
For the purpose of these transmissions, you are
always brought into the Station of Light, because
here we let you know that we are observing
activities upon the Earth station and because you
align in this Station, you are helped and supported
and we give you information during the
transmissions to assist you. There are different
levels to all of that of course, and you understand
this completely.
We observe many of you now laying aside more
tools or layers of teachings and belief systems and
attitudes.

Observe the connections around you in your multidimensional vision here, and we bring you directly
back into that initial time when we explained and
introduced you to the way of seeing multidimensionally. Reconnecting with that now, are you
observing many of the substructures in the energy
field around you here, and do you also observe that
many of them are encompassing planet Ëarth at this
time.
When we talk about layers – they have entry points
and energy points and sections which penetrate
deeply into many areas within the planet and this
also correlates into many levels within peoples
conscious thought patterns. We are not able to alter
anyone’s thought patterns, because they have the
right and the free-will of choice as to what they think,
but what happens in the layers of energy you are
observing is that everyone is presented with
concepts and energy formations which in turn, if
they are ready to accept them, they will interpret into
different ways of realisation and activity and
thinking.

We offer the space to you and to Beings on Earth
always, until you sense the correctness and the
connectedness in the dimensional fields of
consciousness that will facilitate change and
support. We are aware that many of you are aware
and are mixing with groups and Beings who are
undergoing change and some of those have no idea
that they can accept a different viewpoint for
themselves, if they listen and are open to what is
provided around them.

It is all done energetically, as you resonate with a
higher layer of energy and you bring that forth into
your life pattern. You all have brief moments when
you remember your connections to your original
purpose and that engages that energy within you
and it passes deeply within your core energy
channel, which in turn moves out through your
energy centres and in turn is reflected throughout
your physical form and all of what you put out
around you – verbally, visually, in touch.

Overall, the planetary consciousness which is held
in an overall observation and some of that is through
the Council of Light, there is the presentation in the
overall viewpoint and surrounding energy field,
opportunities to shift entirely large groups into a
different level of consciousness and existence.

The foundation for much of the shifting in
consciousness is firmly laid and so you will find
yourself moving forward, as if you were firmly
walking on a pathway which has been cleared
before you, and every step you take creates another
length and another strength in the energy channels
through which you function.

We speak simply in terms, because we are aware
that some of you who understand the complexities
of the dynamics of constructed universe, will
interpret it in greater depth in scientific ways, but we
are addressing a wide range of Beings here and so
the simplest wording helps you. The concept of it is
presented in the simplest wording.
Progressing, you will be aware that individually your
energy systems here are receiving a renewal. This
also relates to something that each of you agreed
to, as you entered within the timing construct known
to you as this current lifetime. It was as if you were
given a document and accepted and said this is
what I will be bringing forth into the Earth-plane at
specific intervals and specific times. This is being
renewed in you in your energy system here. It
allows you to become operating in a greater way,
because then the energy is increased within you.
Feel the shift as you acknowledge that. It passes
through all of your energy construction – that energy
matrix around you.
This will give you confidence that you are actively
participating in this Source Energy construction and
presentation, and you don’t even need to activate
any machinery.

The links you have are very strong and thus what
you are holding around you is changing some of the
patterns and you are again within the centre of that
change. The change is unfolding and rippling out
from you as a result of what you are bringing
through to you and in you from Source Creation.
Momentarily also, use the energy that is flowing
through you as a focus for you to use individually on
self, or for other Beings. You call this healing. We
refer to it as restoring order and balance and you
work with the original energy pattern known as the
blueprint for the human form.
I am moving rapidly around you and you may be
perceiving this in some way – checking you all and
presenting myself individually to you all, embracing
you in the energy here.

You will have noticed a major shift in yourself since
we last gathered you into this space and all of this
is just to renew you in that flowing energy and to
separate you from some of the disorders that have
been around you.

I give this to you all at this time to assist you

We bring you back now into the receiving area, in
consciousness. The layers that we presented you
into removed you from this receiving area and now
it is necessary to reinstate you into this space.

Lani with you again and I thank Orem and Ulea. It
has been interesting again, receiving the different
energy and the sense of what it all means. We will
be integrating this over the next several days,
feeling the flow, going with the flow of energy,
allowing it to assist you as you assist others, on that
clear pathway that was shown to you. Know, really
know, that your energy pattern has changed and is
being strengthened. You will feel the strength.

I withdraw at this point, Beloved
Orem out “
“Greetings, Ulea coming to you now and I want you
to be aware that you have essentially become
transformed in your intention and in your way, and
you will be realising that many of your support
systems will be changing as a result of your change.
Information will be drawn to you. Other people will
be drawn to you and this is all due to your
willingness to proceed.
Orem did indicate that this carries on from the
previous transmission and this is confirmation to
you indeed of your focus upon everything which has
been given to you.

Ulea out “

Now come back, connecting with your physical
body in the present moment as you listen to this.
That is all that is required – an instant reconnection
into the present, and so I close the Omega Portal,
for this transmission is complete. Thank you. Be
fully present.
Lani
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